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Urban context

Goteborg - Gullbergsvass - Postterminalen
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Suprastructure components
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Connec�vity Flooding
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Concept

a. Build hybrid architectural area (working, residential, recreational, commercial)

b. use the wind as the carving tool to form urban public corridor(linear activity space sequence)
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Generation process

Selected components from suprastructure

Buildings                                                                Postterminalen

Infrastructure                                                       Train track
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Generation process

Basic extrusion

 Area of weak wind and normal radiation
 Publicness
 Volume width 20m height 10m  

 Area of strong wind and strong radiation
 Publicness
 Volume width 20m height 20m 

 Area of strong wind and weak radiation
 Publicness
 Volume width 50m height 100m  

 Area of strong wind and normal radiation
 Publicness
 Volume width 30m height 50m  

the size and height of extrusion is defined by wind and radiation situation

Area of weak wind and normal radiation

Area of strong wind and weak radiation  Area of strong wind and strong radiation

Area of strong wind and normal radiation
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Generation process

Use the wind pipe to carve the basic extrusion

Wind carving
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Generation process

Carving result and manually low the density
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Generation process

Adding wind pipe

Selectively add fragment of wind pipe as the connection between
buildings
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Generation process

Height adjustment

Adjust the height of buildings to increase sunlight 

Before

After
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Generation process

Floor slab 

Contour these geometry to form floor slab
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Generation process

Program map

working area commercial area recrea�onal area residen�al area

PROGRAM MAP
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Generation process

Remove wind pipe

Replace the wind pipe by locally connecting the floor slabs to 
maintain the linear activity space sequence
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Generation process

Locally cut the edge of buildings to futher low the density and increase
the human comfort

Manually low the density

Before

After
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Generation process

Placeholder of activity space

Mark these connected floor slabs as the linear activity space sequence
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Generation process

Facade modelling

Apply different facades to those areas with different functions

residential area working area commercial area
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Axonometric drawing
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Master plan
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Section A-A

linear activity space sequence
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Section B-B

linear activity space sequence
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Elevation
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Elevation
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Synthesized Performance Drawings

South-West Scene-1

Scene-3 Scene-4

Scene-2

January to March

Radia�on analysis Wind analysis

In winter, ac�vity space receives enough radia�on so people can enjoy the 
exposure to sunlight and nature.

Wind works as the carving tool to shape buildings throughout the design process and this is 
the ven�la�on condi�on of the final design proposal.

Wind travels through the carved corridor and therefore forms the linear ac�vity space 
sequence.

South-East 
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Evolutionary Tree
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